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A New York Times Bestseller!There may only be one killer, but no one is innocent in this new young

adult thriller from Natasha Preston, author of The Cellar, a New York Times Bestseller, and

AwakeThey think they're invincible.They think they can do and say whatever they want.They think

there are no consequences.They've left me no choice.It's time for them to pay for their sins.A

weekend partying at a remote cabin is just what Mackenzie needs. She can't wait to let loose with

her friends. But a crazy night of fun leaves two of them dead-murdered.With no signs of a forced

entry or struggle, suspicion turns to the five survivors. Someone isn't telling the truth. And

Mackenzie's first mistake? Assuming the killing is over...
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Natasha Preston is the New York Times bestselling author of The Cellar. A UK native, she

discovered her love of writing when she shared a story online&#x97;and hasn't looked back. She

enjoys writing romance, thrillers, gritty YA, and the occasional serial killer.

I'm not sure why this book has received so many negative reviews, I loved it! I only read thrillers,

murder mysteries, "who dun it", etc type of books and this book fit the bill so well. I got the book and

was finished within 2 days, always makes me sad when I get so invested in a good book and then

finish it. It was interesting from the get go, but I'm not surprised because I love this author. I

understand some users were upset with the ending, but that's how move endings end too.. makes



you want more and that's the whole point. I'm 24 and loved it, so I recommend it for anyone!

I found Natasha Preston through a friend and loved the Cellar series, but the Cabin starts slow and

leaves you feeling like WHAT THE HELL? A part of me hates that I spent money on this, but

another part hopes there is a sequel. If this is truly how this ends, I may not be reading anymore of

Natasha Preston. So if you like a good solid ending, this isn't for you..

I'm probably too old for this book about recent high school grads, so I don't want to be too hard on it.

Based on the reviews, though, I expected more.

I was very disappointed in the way this book ended. It was not her best book by far.

Daughter is happy.

This book was a request from a grand-daughter, and any time a teen asks for a book it is a plus. We

all need to encourage reading. Thia author is great for teens and will help with enjoyment and

learning.

Reading while the story's suspense unfolded without hatred and gore renewed interest in mystery

Mackenzie and her friends go to a remote cabin for a weekend of hanging out and partying. What is

supposed to be a fun time ends in terror and tragedy when she wakes to find two of her friends have

been murdered. There is no sign of forced entry, putting all of the suspicion on Mackenzie and the

rest of her surviving friends.Let me start off by saying I stayed up until 4am reading this last night. I

don't do that often with a book, but I just had to know how it ended! I do not understand why this

book doesn't have a higher rating. In my opinion, it definitely deserves it! I found this to be a thrilling

read and I loved every minute of it. It's full of twists and turns, romance, thrills, and amazing banter

between the characters. I would love a follow-up book to this, it was just so good! The ending

definitely left me wanting more. I highly recommend "The Cabin" to anyone who wants to read a

thrilling suspense novel. This book did not disappoint. I look forward to reading Natasha Preston's

other books in this genre.
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